Abstract. With the rapid development of mobile Internet, the number of smart phone users is increasing, especially android smart phone users, the security defects of android application emerge in endlessly. In this paper, android application security defects are divided into three, include vulnerabilities defects, components defects and configuration defects. Focus these security defects, first static analysis the bytecode file, then use the resolution android bytecode as an inspection vehicle, design detector for each species vulnerability based on visitor pattern. Finally, part of the code is achieved, practice has proved that the scheme can meet Android application security defects detection requirements in the static testing.
Introduction
With the rapid development of mobile Internet, mobile terminals such as smart phones, tablet PCs and so on are more and more widely use, these give users great convenience. At the same time, the network security incidents caused by the mobile intelligent terminal application software are endless, and the black chain of mobile application is developing constantly. These malicious applications or to steal sensitive user information, or to destroy critical information and equipment, have brought great threat to people's property safety and even personal safety.
In all types of mobile terminal operating system, Google's Android operating system market share the largest, according to market research firm Strategy Analytics latest data statistics [1] , in 2014 the number of Android smartphones' global shipments is more than 1 billion for the first time. According to WOT2015 [2] report the 96% of mobile malware are targeted at Android operating system, these malicious software is usually disguised as "benign" applications. GDATA [3] survey data shows that the number of Android malware was found only 3809 in 2011, the number increased to 214327 in 2012, nearly 56 times. Later, the number of Android malicious applications exceeded one million. The number of Android malware applications discovered in 2014 increased by 30% compared to 2013, and in the 2015-2016 growth trend is increasingly evident, these indicate that the security environment of Android smart terminals is deteriorating, the security issues is becoming more prominent.
Research Status
The open feature of Android system and Google Play, as well as the developer's hierarchy, make an increasing number of malicious software in Android platform. The security analysis of Android applications is particularly important. For Android application security analysis technology is mainly divided into static analysis technology and dynamic detection technology.
Static analysis technology [4] [5] [6] mainly analyze the application's logic from the control flow and code flow, identity potential security issues from the static code. The technology of static analysis emphasizes the static pro-cess to read the code-based, supplemented by tool-assisted analysis. This technology has the advantages of simple and efficient automation, but only to check the code itself can not to detect vulnerabilities' complex logical associ-ation, and have the problem of false positives and false negatives. Dynamic detection technology [7] is executed in the process of running program, mainly research on security audit technology of Android application runtime be-havior, detect the performance of malware in the run-time according to the mobile application malicious behavior standards. However, dynamic detection technology can not be fully automated, requires human intervention, usu-ally have the problem of low test coverage and test efficiency.
Thus, the static analysis technology and dynamic detection technology have their own advantages and disad-vantages, applicable to the scene is not the same, this paper mainly discusses static analysis technology based on behavior features extraction. Static analysis technology extract the program features use reverse engineering method before the software is run [8] [9] . Determine the compliance of the application behavior through the known malicious behavior patterns. Static analysis has low requirements for energy consumption and real-time perfor-mance [10] , but it also faces the dilemma that how to extract features from encryption and obfuscation programs. In the case of successful extraction of program features, the static analysis still has advantages.
Android Application Security Defects
Android application security defects refers to the vulnerabilities exist in Android application itself, usually intentionally or unintentionally occurred when in the Android application development stage. Including Android vulnerability defects, Android component defects, and Android configuration defects.
Android Vulnerability Defects
Android vulnerability refers to security problems caused by potential vulnerabilities or malicious code in mobile applications [11] [12] [13] , on one hand the vulnerabilities that exist in program or system bring users in the use of the application into an unsafe state, attackers can exploit vulnerabilities in a mobile application to cause a loss to the user; on the other hand, some applications are malwares because of attacker modified with malicious intent, such applications by nesting malicious code or instruction fragment into the snippet of normal function code, this malicious action can cause greater harm to the user.
Android Component Defects
Android system provides four types of components, such as the Activity, Service, Broadcast Receiver and Content Provider, which provide an Intent mechanism to assist the application of interaction and communica-tion [14] . Intent is responsible for the operation of an application action, action related to data, additional data, An-droid system find the corresponding components according to the description of this Intent, and it will be passed to the calling component. Android application local denial of service vulnerability is from Intent component defect, the program does not have abnormal data acquisition or abnormal capture in abnormal data processing, thus caus-ing the attacker to achieve the program crashes purpose by sending such null data or abnormal data. Simply, the attacker can make the application crash through send null or abnormal data use Intent component. At the same time, the use of implicit Intent may lead security risk that component hijacking or information disclosure.
Android Configuration Defects
Android system provides data backup and recovery functions for application in Android API Level 8 and above, the switch of this function depends on the allowBackup attribute value in the application program's An-droidManifest.xml file, the attribute default value is true. When the allowBackup attribute flag is true, the user can use the adb backup and adb restore command to backup and restore the application's data, which may bring a cer-tain security risk. Once the application supports backup and recovery capabilities, an attacker can use adb backup and adb restore command to check the chat records and other information by restore the newly installed applica-tion. For the payment of financial applications, the attacker can use this function to achieve the purpose that mali-cious payment, stealing deposits and so on.
Static Analysis Architecture for Android Application Security Defects Static Analysis Based on Bytecode
In the Android application gray box code audit, we need to static analysis the APK file by using reverse anal-ysis technology. Usually extract DEX file and manifest file in APK file, Dex is the full name of Dalvik VM Exe-cutes [15] . Dex file is the Android Dalvik executable program, and it is usually optimized for execution, the size will be increased after optimized. There are two opportunities for optimization: for the preset application, generate an ODEX-terminated optimization file after system compilation. In addition to APK file, there is a corresponding Android DEX file when application released. For the non-preset applications, the DEX file included in the APK file will be optimized at run time, and the optimized file will be saved in the cache. So the DEX file included in APK file is the Android static code that we need to detect, the DEX file will be converted to bytecode file which is easy to static analysis, which is also called intermediate language. Figure 1 is the conversion process of java source code to DEX file. 
Static Analysis Architecture Based on Visitor Pattern
Through the static analysis of byte code file, lexical analysis, syntax analysis, semantic analysis, CFG and DFG construction, the establishment of abstract syntax tree, we perform defect detection based on these work. This detection mechanism will analyze the Android bytecode as a test carrier, which can perform effective detection against the high-risk API and control flow, data flow characteristics. This paper uses the visitor pattern to design the detection engine, a detector is designed for each defect.
Visitor Pattern
The visitor pattern [16] is one of the 23 design patterns proposed by GoF, and it belongs to the behavior pattern, represents the operation of an element that acts on an object's structure. The visitor pattern allows to define new actions on these elements without changing each element class. It can be seen that the structural objects is the pre-requisites to use visitor pattern from the definition, and this structural object must exist the method that traversing each individual object. The feature of visitor pattern is that decoupling the data structure from operations acting on it, it makes the set of operations can evolve relatively freely. The visitor pattern is suitable for the system that the data structure is relatively stable and the algorithm is easy to change, it is easy to add algorithmic operations. If the system data structure object is usually change, new data objects are often added in, then the system is not suitable for using the visitor pattern.
Static Analysis Architecture
In the design of detection engine, the detect object is the intermediate language constituted by bytecode, the main carrier of change is the detector, that is designed different detectors for different vulnerabilities. The advantage of designing detection engine is that it conforms to the single responsibility principle. In the scenario where the visitor pattern is applied, the operation of the element class that needs to be encapsulated in the visitor class must be a small and variable operation with the element class itself. On one hand, use visitor pattern is in line with the single responsibility principle. On the other hand, because the operations that en-capsulated are usually variable, so when a change occurs, the architecture implements easy extensions to the change part with the premise that without changing the element class itself.
This paper design static analysis engine of android application security detect based on visitor pattern, the overall of the architecture shown in figure 3 . 
Static analysis technology
The detect results of vulnerability Figure 3 . The static analysis architecture based on visitor pattern.
Detection Architecture and Repair Recommendations
In the design of detection engine, the most important thing is to analyze and convert the DEX file, extract the byte code information, construct the abstract syntax tree using static analysis technology. According to the previous engine design architecture, implement the engine based on visitor pattern. Figure 4 shows the idea of detecting architecture based on visitor pattern, the bytecode is resolved to fixed static analysis pattern, the detector then validates these vulnerabilities by detector access.
The following typical vulnerabilities are based on the detection engine architecture that shows in figure 4 . The bytecode is resolved to static analysis pattern after the detection engine process, then through the API static detection and data flow analysis in this pattern in order to achieve the vulnerabilities detection. 
Web View Vulnerability Detection and Repair Recommendations
For the risk of remote execution Webview, it is recommended to disable the dangerous interface addJavas-criptInterface to export Java classes and methods, and to strengthen access permission of the URL domain control; use removeJavascriptInterface ("searchBoxJavaBridge_") to remove the system webkit built-in dangerous interface searchBoxJavaBridge_; strict control of the export method permissions to avoid unauthorized operations.
Improper Use of Random Numbers Vulnerability Detection and Repair Recommendations
Unless you have special needs, it is not recommended to use a custom random source instead of the system default source. When using the SecureRandom class, it is not recommended to call the following functions:
It is recommended to initialize the pseudo-random number generator PRNG by using /dev/urandom or /dev/random to obtain the entropy value. It is also suggested that call any nextXXX method before calling the setSeed method.
Shared Preferences Data Leakage Vulnerability Detection and Repair Recommendations
Avoid using MODE_WORLD_WRITEABLE and MODE_WORLD_READABLE mode to create in-ter-process communication files.
For security reasons, it is recommended that do not use the globally readable mode and globally writable mode to create inter-process communication files, not limited to Shared Preferences. If you need to share data with other process applications, please consider using the content provider. For details, refer to Google's of-ficial security guidelines.
Avoid storing sensitive data such as passwords in Shared Preferences. For security reasons, it is recommended that do not store sensitive data such as passwords in the Shared Preferences and other internal storage. Even the Android system internal storage security mechanism make the internal storage file can not be read or written by other programs, but when the android system is root, the security mechanism will fail and lead to information leakage. So sensitive information should be encrypted stored in the Shared Preferences and other internal storage file, the details refer to Google's official security guidelines.
Avoid abuse of the "Android: sharedUserId" attribute; It is recommended do not use the test signature with the application while using the "android: sharedUserId" attribute. Otherwise, other applications will have permission that access to the internal storage file data when they have the "android: sharedUserId" attribute value and test signature.
Content Provider Directory Traversal Vulnerability Detection and Repair Recommendations
It is recommended that set the Content Provider's attribute value to un-exported. As the android Con-tent Provider can not be set to un-export on Android 2.2 (ie, API Level 8), it is recommended to declare a minimum SDK version of 8 if the application's Content Provider does not need to be exported. As all ap-plications' "android:exported" attribute default value is true, so if the application's Content Provider does not need to be exported, it is recommended to set the Content Provider's component "android:exported" attribute value to false.
Remove the unnecessary OpenFile () interface. If the application's Content Provider component have no need to implement openFile () interface, Ali poly security recommends removing the unnecessary openFile () interface of the Content Provider.
Filter to restrict cross-domain access, first use Uri.decode () to decode the Content Query in order to effective determine the access path to target file. Then filter Uri String such as through the "../" to achieve any readable file; Set permissions for internal applications through the Content Provider's data sharing, use signature to verify access permission of Content Provider's shared data by setting protectionLevel = "sig-nature" attribute value.
Local Denial-Of-Service Attack Detection and Repair Recommendations
Increase the exception handling process when in the use of Intent to get Extra data, to prevent throw exception that cause a crash. In the use of getAction, use Intent to obtain Array, List class data after perform a null check on the return value. Check the length and then do the mandatory conversion with try catch, to prevent abnormal data. In order to avoid an exception by forced conversion, be sure to declare in An-droidmanifest.xml file when calling own Activity, hand fault tolerance when call other APP's activities.
Unnecessary exported components' attribute value have to set to un-exported, preventing denial of ser-vice attack. In the AndroidMenifest.xml file, set the corresponding component "android: exported" attribute value to false.
Conclusion
Android as the largest market share operating system, as well as the openness of the Android system, which makes it the primary target of hackers. The hacker usually use the application's own defects to attack, we need to eliminate these defects to ensure the Android application security. It is very important to analyze the analysis technology of security defect. In this paper, the Android application security defects are divided into three aspects, such as vulnerability defects, component defects, and configuration defects. Through static analysis technology for each defect detection, we can automatically and quickly detect Android application defects.
Although the static analysis has a wide coverage and can achieve a certain degree of automation, but there is still exist false positives problem. The next step is to combine the dynamic analysis technology based on Fuzzing to improve the defect detection accuracy on the basis of code coverage.
